Patreon.com/AmberDavisArt
Details for Tier Rewards
Amber Davis Art AKA SonicSweeti
All tiers include all bonuses from previous tier unless otherwise noted in red.

$1 Bean Five
This is a tip, as a “hey you’re doing a great job!” Every little goes a long way! Rewards on this tier
are only posts made public.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$5 Newborn Kitten
High-resolution images: Delivered via Discord channel to avoid theft on the Patreon site by
scammers. If you are NOT in the Discord server and wish to receive an image via High res, please
let me know. High res channel is cleared every three months.
Patreon First- Adopts: These adopts remain open for claims to Patrons only for the remainder
of the month, no matter how many days are left. Once the 1st arrives of the following month,
adopts will be posted publicly, a price increase may occur at that time. Claims must be made on
Patreon post. No discounts apply on adopts.
Patreon First- Process Videos: Patrons only are able to view these videos for the remainder of
the month, no matter how many days are left. Once the 1st arrives of the following month, videos
will be made public.
Patreon First- YCH: These YCH (your character here) remain open for claims to Patrons
only for the remainder of the month, no matter how many days are left. Once the 1st

arrives of the following month, YCH will be posted publicly and a price increase may occur
at that time. Claims must be made on Patreon post. No discounts apply on YCH.
Comics: Access 1 month early, before posted publicly!
Wallpapers, vote on projects, and Work in Progress images.

$10 Fuzzy Kitten
One Doodle per Month: Doodle may contain one fill body character and a small “micro”
character, or two shoulders up full-size characters. Both characters MUST be “Fuzzy Kitten” tier
Patron characters, or my characters. (ex: Your character with your friend _____ who is NOT a
Patron is NOT permitted.) This keeps things fair for all other patrons as well as myself.
Color your Monthly Doodle for only $12: You may request to have your monthly doodle
colored for only $12! You can ONLY go back as far as 3 months to request doodles for coloring.
Discounts do not apply.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$50 Regal Leopard
Full Body Single FREERANGE Flat Color - Simple Background: Pose up to me. No edits. High
res and WIP progress shots available for all Patrons.
5% Off any Commission
No Doodle (from Fuzzy Kitten Tier)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

$100 Divine Feline
Reserved Commission Slot; Monthly: My commissions are very limited due to personal
projects, however, this tier reserves you a slot every month. This reservation and discount are
not transferrable to a friend, and cannot be transferred or rolled over to the following month.
10% off any Commission
Experimental Digital Illustration (Two characters MAX, we discuss style, pose, etc OR can
be Freerange): There are many styles and ideas I’d like to try but I often don’t get to try them
during regular commissions. This tier gives me the opportunity to try new things. You may give
direction before I begin work, but I do thrive on artistic freedom. You are NOT guaranteed a “full
body” as it is what the experiment tier calls for; sketch is shown beforehand for you to request
alterations etc in that phase. Once illustration is complete, it is final. High res and WIP progress
shots available for all Patrons.
No Doodle (from Fuzzy Kitten Tier)
Full Body Single FREERANGE Flat Color (From Regal Leopard Tier)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for your time and consideration! If you need more clarification on anything, please
contact me, I’ll be happy to clear anything up!

Amber Davis
SonicSweeti@msn.com
www.AmberDavisArt.com
January 1, 2021

